First Step

- Advanced Eco Touch -

✓ Eco-friendly & Bio-degradable.
✓ Creates a clean & safe environment for employees (1/2 gal of water used).
✓ No Run Off.
✓ Safe on all surfaces - windows, paint, plastics, vinyl, matte finishes.
✓ Contains polymers that bond to the surface & protect from abrasion during the wash process.

300+ vehicles
SECOND STEP

-Advanced Hyper Finish-

✓ Eco-friendly & Bio-degradable.
✓ Does not streak or smear
✓ Showroom Quality.
✓ Increased gloss and protection.
✓ Safe on all surfaces - windows, paint, plastics, vinyl, matte finishes.

100+ vehicles
THINK EFFICIENT.
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

💧 WILL IT SCRATCH THE PAINT?

Eco Innovations uses special formulas that lift, soften, and dissolve dirt and contaminants on contact. Special polymers wrap around any remaining particles in a lubrication film creating a thin layer between the paintwork and the dirt to protect the paint from scratching. Since we hand wash every car, there are no brush, swirl or water marks.

💧 HOW DOES THE ECO PROCESS PROTECT THE PAINT?

Eco Innovations ingredients include high quality Nano coatings. They form a protective film over the vehicle’s surface to protect against UV rays, pollution, salt, bird droppings and more. We also coat the all the glass and wheels.
WHAT MAKES THE PROCESS ECO-FRIENDLY?

We consider our company to be environmentally friendly on several levels:

• We don’t waste water (h2o).
• We only use EPA approved, biodegradable products.
• Our solutions mist on and wipe off, no need for rinsing.
• We don’t use high power tools so almost no electricity wasted.
• Our products do not cause any chemical runoff or toxic emissions.

DOES YOUR PRODUCT CONTAIN ANY UNFRIENDLY CHEMICALS?

Every product we use is bio-degradable and approved by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Our products do not contain any volatile organic compound fragrances or dyes and are non-toxic.

WHAT IF THE CAR IS EXTREMELY DIRTY (MUD)?

To eliminate any risk of marring or scratching the vehicle’s finish, we will not attempt to service heavily soiled cars. Please revert back to onsite rinse process and prep vehicle before using the eco process.